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The Stillwater Amateur Radio Association is
pleased to welcome Rev. Paul Bittner, WØAIH,
as our guest speaker at our September 8
meeting.
First licensed in 1949, Paul now resides in Fall
Creek, WI, where he maintains "The Farm", a
contest station notable for the array of antennas
visible north of I-94 east of Eau Claire. Paul will
be sharing his experiences in the hobby, the
story of the farm, and details about his latest
addition to the antenna farm: a 3-element 80-

SARA On the Air
SARA Phone Roundtables:
Daily @ 20:00 Local:
(except Tuesday & Thursday):
1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM
(alternates: 3.803 MHz LSB or
21.316 MHz USB +/- QRM)
Monday @ 08:15 Local:
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM
Tuesday @ 19:00 Local:
3.803 MHz LSB +/- QRM
SARA Repeater Weekly Net
Wednesday @ 21:00 Local:
WØJH Repeater
+
147.060 MHz (Positive offset)
DCS/DTCS 026(Normal)

Continued on next page

Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham Program

Digital Net
Sunday @ 19:00 Local:
3.58415 MHz (500-1,000 Hz)
(mode announced Sunday via
email broadcast)
Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater

meter beam atop a 140-ft tower! Sure to be entertaining an program, this
is one you don't want to miss. As an added bonus, Paul says he will
share his experiences as a casual observer at the WRTC2018 competition in July. That's Saturday, September 8, 9:00 AM, at the Gables at
Boutwells Landing in Oak Park Heights.
Editor’s Note: This program is rescheduled from last April, when a
nasty spring snowstorm forced us to cancel the regular meeting and
presentation. (The April meeting was held “on the air”.)

Save WWV!
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) FY 2019 budget request
includes shutting down “NIST radio stations in Colorado and Hawaii” — in other words,
WWV and WWVH. Radio amateurs, HF listeners, and others around the world routinely make use of the time and frequency standard signals, which also include propagation information. NIST said eliminating funding currently “supporting fundamental
measurement dissemination” would include putting WWV and WWVH off the air for a
saving of $6.3 million.

The full article can be found at
http://www.arrl.org/news/nist-fy-2019-budget-would-eliminate-wwv-and-wwvh
What can you do today? Sign the White House petition at
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/maintain-funding-nist-stations-wwv-wwvh
ARRL HQ is working with our staff, in Washington DC, to formulate a more targeted
response. This will likely include communication with specific persons at NIST, The
Department of Commerce and the United States Congress. I'll send the details of how
you can become involved when they become available.
ARRL Dakota Division
Director: Matt Holden, K0BBC
k0bbc@arrl.org
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Bandwidth from the President
Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
Wow, the summer sure has gone quick! With all
the activities SARA has done this summer it
doesn’t surprise me, as is often said “time flies
when you’re having fun!”
We started the summer activities with New Ham Night at Valley View Park on May 24.
A well-planned and executed program saw excellent attendance from a few new hams
from our Spring Technician Class as well as others from across the Twin Cities Metro
area. The evening wrapped up with a New Ham Net on the SARA repeater that gave
the newly licensed hams their first contacts on the air.
Radios in the Park has been a fun event this summer. One well-attended session
focused on the mechanics and use of manual tuners, ahead of Field Day. Two
sessions have featured Antenna Shootouts and were quite successful and saw good
turnout from our members both nights. A brief thunderstorm at the start of one evening
didn’t slow us down much as the SARA trailer was on site and provided a dry space to
set up radio gear while waiting for the storm to pass. The final scheduled Radios in the
Park session is Thursday, September 6 at Valley View Park.

The replacement and upgrade of the SARA repeater with a Yaesu System Fusion was
completed on June 11 by Doug N9TOW and Henry KØHAS. After nearly three months
on the air, the new repeater has performed very well, with excellent audio and
coverage reported. As you know, the new repeater has System Fusion C4FM digital
voice capabilities. The audio in this digital voice mode is very clear, and coverage is
comparable to or better than the analog FM mode. Most users have been able to make
the switch from CTCSS tone to DCS code for access to the repeater. That change on
the repeater seems to have helped mitigate most of the noise passing through. This
repeater upgrade was spearheaded by Doug N9TOW, and fully funded by the
generous donations of several SARA members. Be sure to thank the following for their
underwriting support: Zack AAØU, Collin KEØIYN, Rich ADØSN, Bill KDØOTB, Ray
KØZZT, Dan KEØIYF, Bob WØGAF and Joe KCØOIO. My thanks to all who made this
project possible.
SARA’s participation in the ARRL Field Day was another successful effort. Despite
band conditions and a early afternoon thunderstorm Sunday forcing us to shut down
early, we managed to rack up 216 CW QSOs (432 points), 126 SSB QSOs (126 points)
for a total of 558 points. Our power multiplier of 2x raises the claimed score to 1116
points. We earned 770 bonus points. Our total claimed score as a 2A-MN effort was
1886 points. Collin KEØIYF and his kitchen crew did another FB job on Saturday’s
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grilled dinner featuring chicken, pork, and vegetables. Again, many thanks to all who
participated throughout the weekend.
As we enter the fall season, we continue to be active. The General Class license
course begins in September. Bob WØGAF has organized the team of instructors that
will provide 8 weeks of good General Class licensing instruction to prepare you for
earning the General Class upgrade. The first session is Thursday, Sept. 13 at the
Stillwater Library. It is also a great way for any ham to brush up on basic theory.
The Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald Special Event at Split Rock Lighthouse
State Park is happening November 2 – 4. We’re already laying plans for the weekend
including station options; Saturday’s dinner selection; and the list of attendees. We
may be looking for a new restaurant for Friday evening’s dinner: the Northern Lights
Roadhouse in Beaver Bay was damaged by a fire at the start of the summer!
Our meeting program line-up is taking shape for the rest of 2018. The September 8
meeting program is sure to be an entertaining one. Paul Bittner WØAIH will be here to
share his Amateur Radio story; the evolution of his contest station (known as “the
Farm”); and his newest antenna installation, a 3-element 80-meter beam atop a 140foot tower! And he’s teased that he will even report on his trip to WRTC2018 in
Wittenberg, Germany back in July. This program was rescheduled following the
cancellation of our April meeting due to the blizzard that hit the area that day.
For October, Chris K9EQ will be our speaker with a program on System Fusion that
will complement our recent repeater upgrade. Chris will present an introduction to the
System Fusion, integration of Fusion into a club where everyone has FM, and a
technology primer on Fusion. Chris is a big promoter of System Fusion in the Twin
Cities, operates several Fusion repeaters and maintains the website
https://www.hamoperator.com.
For November’s program, we will take a dive into FT-8, the hottest mode in Amateur
Radio over the last year. I will have a program that discusses the genesis of FT-8, the
tools needed to operate FT-8, and operating FT-8. Whether you are a fan of FT-8 or
dislike the simplicity of the short QSO, this is sure to be an informative program.
Having presented this program for both the SEMARC and St. Paul radio clubs, I have
refined the presentation and have saved the best for SARA!
Let’s take a little time to look at one of the more popular Radios in the Park activities
we’ve put together. The Antenna Shootout. This is an activity that I picked up from the
popular Ham Radio Workbench podcast hosted by George KJ6VU and Jeremy
KF7IJZ. George KJ6VU was sharing his “what’s on your workbench” projects during
one episode and was explaining a electronic 4 port Coax Relay he had designed for
his club’s antenna shootout. Aside from the coax relay (you can find more info on that
device at https://www.hamradioworkbench.com/4-port-coax-relay.html and circuit
boards are available for purchase at that website) I was intrigued by the antenna
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Continued on next page

shootout and thought it would be a fun activity to try during one of Radios in the Park
sessions.
I brought the idea up to the gathering at one of the Thursday Eyeball sessions and all
agreed that it would be worth the effort. The July 26 session was selected. It turned
out to be a great activity. Using WSPR mode found in WSJT-X, 1 watt of power from
an Icom IC-7300 we were able to see the propagation performance of 3 different
antennas on 40 meters via the reports posted at WSPRnet.org. A little difficulty with
the club’s Buddipole led to an effort to learn more about configuring the Buddipole by
Mike, NØODK, and another session with just a Buddipole in different configurations
and on 2 or 3 bands was set for August 16. Matt KØBBC heard about this special session and joined us for the evening to share his knowledge and expertise in configuring
the Buddipole properly for optimum performance. Collin, KEØIYN, has full details of
the sessions elsewhere in this issue.
We’re already looking forward to the next time we can test different antennas head to
head in real conditions. We may even extend a challenge to neighboring clubs to bring
their top choice out to the field with us and see how we all stack up! Radios in the Park
and the Antenna Shootout will be back next summer.
I look forward to seeing many of you at one of our monthly meetings this fall. Don’t
forget the pre-meeting Breakfast will be at Perkins Restaurant 2050 W Frontage Rd
(Hwy 36 & Washington) in Stillwater at 7:30 AM. The breakfast gang hopes to see you
there!
73 es CUL,
de Joe (KCØOIO)

New Division Assistant Directors - Congratulations Joe!!
Matt Holden, KØBBC, ARRL Dakota Division Director, recently appointed four
Dakota Division Assistant Directors:


Joe Heitzinger, KCØOIO, President, SARA



Bill Mitchell, AEØEE, President, Bloomington Amateur Radio Assoc.



Kent Olson, KAØLDG, Previous Dakota Div. Director, Dakota Div. Vice Director and North Dakota Section Manager



Doug Nelson, AAØAW, Minnesota Northeast ARES District Emergency
Coordinator
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A Simple Linux Based Remote Desktop Application
Traditional methods of remote
desktop revolve around Windows
computers and either remotecapable rigs, such as the TS-480
from Kenwood, or using software
such as RCForb or Ham Radio
Deluxe. But what if there was
another way? A cheaper way?
A Kenwood TS-570D connected to a
SignaLink USB and via serial to a computer running WSJT-X and CQRLog on
Linux. With bonus food support.

As a user of Linux, I became curious to see if there could be other methods to remotely operate my ham radio setup. This was a goal as my shack was near sleeping quarters and not at all convenient to operate during early morning or late-night hours. Initial investigations led to two major tracks. One involved setting up a way to remotely
control and view the base computer itself but has issues regarding transporting audio.
This was the easier solution, though it limited to digital modes for now. The harder
involved using remote services to ‘pipe’ the audio from one computer to another as
well as the serial control commands for the radio. Given the inherent complexities of
the second choice and a desire to focus on digital modes, I opted to see how difficult it
would be for the first.
Turns out, it was pretty straight forward. There are several means of remote desktop
control. Windows versions since XP through today have had built in support for RDP,
or Remote Desktop Protocol. Mac and Linux computers require other solutions. After
a quick bit of research, I settled on using VNC, short for Virtual Network Computing.
Originally VNC was a single company known as RealVNC that created the remote access using a system called “Remote Frame Buffer” to remotely control one computer
from another that branched into many different variants. This allows transfer of visuals one way, and mouse/keyboard movements the other way. The benefit to VNC is
that it is platform independent. This means I could install the ‘server’ component on
the computer I wished to control, and access it from any other computer I owned regardless of operating system. There are even VNC ‘client’ programs for Android and
Apple phones.
VNC has many variants, thanks to its open source nature, and most are freely available. I settled on using TigerVNC as a well supported and currently maintained version
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that had cross-platform (Windows, Mac, Linux) support.
A quick download and installation later, the TigerVNC server was set up on my shack
computer. A few hours of research and modifying a few files gave the system the
ability to start the VNC service at startup and provided a means of security through a
password before allowing access to the remote computer. TigerVNC’s client application is a single file, which was placed into my Dropbox to be shared across all computers within my household.
Upon launching TigerVNC across many computers I was able to verify the connection.
I was able to successfully control WSJT-X as well as an installation of CQRLog (a
highly capable Linux logging software with many features) from multiple locations
within my home. After enabling access through my firewall, I was also able to remotely control the machine while away. In the end this turned out to be a very successful,
and simple, way to remote control a station for digital access.
73,
Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN

A remote station at KEØIYN’s ‘Mission Control’ desk, controlling WSJT-X on the
remote computer as well as other applications.
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Membership
As we make the transition from where we suspend regular monthly meetings for three
months during the summer, it is now time to adjust to our normal monthly meeting
routine. There were 7 new members listed in the last published newsletter in May,
which brought us to 93 current members at that time. Under the leadership of our
President Joe KCØOIO, the club continued to be very active over the summer months
and we now have 101 current members for 2018. With 101 members, I began to
wonder if we should add a Dalmatian puppy for a club mascot.

We welcome the following latest renewal and new members to SARA:
Chris Lindberg KEØQQM
Mark Lindberg KEØQQN
Chris Swanson KEØRYQ
Ralph Carlson WB9RUK
Chris Hamble NØCRT
Holly Wiste KEØRZZ
Rick Rodgers KØJWI

Brent Swenson KD9IVH
While KCØOIO has been leading most of the many very successful SARA summer
activities, he has had great supporting member participation. Bob WØGAF, Dave
WØOXB, Keith AGØH and Henry KØHAS are among our longer termed members that
I readily recall being very supportive. It is very gratifying to see some of our more
recent SARA members such as Collin KEØIYN and Doug N9TOW, becoming very
involved and beginning to drive the club forward as well. The club is only as good as
its members make it, so everyone is encouraged to participate. We frequently learn
from each other and with a wide area of interests within SARA, this is an ideal place to
learn by doing.

As we head into our fall meeting routine, I want to remind everyone to be sure and
send any of your contact or license changes directly to me at the below email, so that I
can update your info on the roster. While these changes can occur at any time during
the year, there are almost always some license upgrades or people who move over
the summer months and don’t get updated.
73,
Shel NØDRX
Trustee@radioham.org
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Antenna Shootout – A Study in Two Parts

We now live in the lull of a sunspot cycle. With months appearing that have no
sunspots at all, propagation has suffered. What’s a dedicated ham to do?
Why, do propagation testing of course!
The Stillwater Amateur Radio Association, SARA, used two of its recent outings at a
local park to test several different antennas as well as Buddipole variations with the
WSPR protocol to see what reception was like with only 1 watt of power. With a
manual tuner, an IC-7300, and a computer running the WSJT-X software as the static
components of the setup, a plan was devised to test a Buddipole, a homebrew
Buddistick, an end-fed sloping wire, and a center-fed Zepp antenna. Later, another
outing was planned to test variations of the Buddipole to show how different
configurations could affect an antenna’s radiation pattern.
On the days of the tests, rain threatened to spoil the testing. In fact, both days had
brief rain showers during the setup period! Fortunately, the inclement weather
passed and allowed the testing to continue.
To protect the equipment, the station was set up inside the SARA portable trailer
operating station. This area in front of the trailer provided adequate space for all
equipment and a pair of operators to work in comfort with others watching from the
back of the trailer and the side door.
Testing began with several individuals whom showed up helping set up the various
antennas during the first test on July 26. Trees were selected, and some members
were shown how to use slingshot style antenna launchers and other means to get
wire antenna components up high. Elsewhere, other members set up a Buddipole,
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and a short Buddistick.
During the next two hours the testing
moved from antenna to antenna. Testing
finished as the greyline approached at
near 8pm local time, with a host of data
gathered. The plans to test the Buddipole
were interrupted when wind load overcame its supports and toppled it just before testing began, but usable data was
gathered from the other three antennas.
Data was recorded such as time, band of
operation, antenna dimensions, height off
the ground, and orientation where
applicable. The data was gathered by
Joe Heitzinger, KCØOIO, SARA
president, and the equipment was run by
Doug Farrell, N9TOW.
For the July 26 shootout, just under two
hours of transmissions gave 361 signal
reports on 40 meters with WSPR yielded good results. A detailed plot of the data was
compiled by SARA member Dan Stubbs, KEØIYF. This data showed several
interesting sets of data, especially as several stations recorded contacts with all three
antennas. Data was downloaded from the WSPR website for the relevant times. The
website, which was also used for live mapping of the results during the testing, can be
found at http://wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/map.
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The data showed that of the three antennas that functioned during the testing, for
distance that the center-fed Zepp did best, followed by the sloper end-fed antenna and
lastly the homebrew Buddistick about eight feet off the ground. For number of contacts
however, the Buddistick did best, reaching several regional contacts within the continental United States, followed by the sloping antenna and then the center-fed Zepp. It
highlighted how what antenna is best does change based upon what your goal is – but
all three performed very well.

The unfortunate toppling of the Buddipole prevented it from testing, but there was significant interest in how it would perform. A few members owned the name brand
portable antenna and offered up their own experiences and antennas to test during the
next outing that happened three weeks later. On August 16, the members of SARA
reconvened.
Rain once again threatened the event but passed away after some protections were
set up. Additionally, a projector and screen were brought along with more computers
to showcase the data as it was coming in, providing an easier means for members to
see the performance in as close to real time as possible. And another secret weapon
was brought in as well. Matt Holden, KØBBC, Dakota Division ARRL director. He has
significant experience operating Buddipole setups in a variety of settings and lent his
knowledge to SARA for the second stage of testing.
With the inclement weather having moved on, testing proceeded on five different configurations of the Buddipole across the 40m, 30m, and 20m bands. The testing was
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done with the same computer, IC-7300, and tuner as the prior testing on July 26 and
during the same time of day. The configurations tested included 30m vertical with a
single coil and 7 radials at 11 feet, 40m vertical with a single coil and 7 radials at 11
feet, 40m vertical with a single coil and 2 radials at 25 feet east to west, 20m vertical
with no coil and 2 radials at 17 feet east to west, and 20m vertical with no coil and 2
radials at 17 feet north to south. With these configurations it would also show how
radial patterns affected propagation, something several members had expressed an
interest in seeing first hand.
With several members working closely with Matt, the antenna was switched through
configurations rapidly and with great precision. Joe and Doug worked together once
again on gathering the data and running the software, with additional data gathered
and calculations performed by Dan. Over the course of the two hours of testing
many watched the projector, seeing how the 1-watt WSPR signal travelled across
the airwaves and around the globe to sites as far away as the Canary Islands,
Brazil, and Alaska.
The second session revealed more about the unique ways that radials can affect the
setup and functioning of an antenna both by radial and by band. Simply changing
the radials from east/west to north/south showed a significant change early on in
where the reception pattern was amongst WSPR receivers. Many in attendance
were surprised at how dramatic the difference was, which just goes to show that the
smallest changes can have significant differences when working with a radio. The
data was compiled as before and made available for members of the club via email,
Facebook, and the SARA website at http://radioham.org/ as well.
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While the data may only have been of minimal scientific value and the efforts broken
apart over two days, one thing is certain. There is an unbelievable amount to discover
in ham radio, even today, and it succeeds in bringing together hams with the goal of
learning and experiencing the joy of a shared hobby.
73,
Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN
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Remote Base Update
Summer is truly the doldrums for HF operation in 2018, at the bottom of the solar cycle. Like as not, when you tune in via the remotes, you hear lots of static and not
much else. Nonetheless, WØZSW & WØEQO have remained available with few
outages and a rather low level of usage.
A 270’ reconfigured “OXB Special” is now in place at WØZSW following tree removal
here at the WAØTDA QTH.
Amazingly, WØEQO at the Wilderness Scout Camp near Park Rapids has been our
most reliable station all summer long! In past years a dodgy computer network
crashed frequently, but not this year. As we end the scout camping season, the
network will be even less busy and there should be less noise from switching power
supplies at camp.
Both stations cover 160 - 6 m and offer phone and CW modes. Some ops have successfully used digital modes, but FT-8 is not one of them because of its timing
requirements.
The WØZSW IC-7200 has developed an oddball problem with the encoder. The problem is discussed in the IC-7200 Group on io groups, "VFO/Frequency readout
problem". The symptom is a failure point for these radios - tuning the main dial up in
frequency causes the frequency to jump around and usually go lower. The fix is to
replace the encoder.
However, the rig remains in service despite this issue because frequency control via
the internet does not depend on the encoder. At the rig, a desired frequency can also
be chosen from memories already programmed OR by the keypad. In the interest of
keeping the gear in top shape, the encoder problem should eventually be repaired.
With summer on the wane and longer nights, both stations will be more useful as the
160, 80, and 40 meter bands open up during the longer night time hours when fewer
thunderstorms will be around to make noise and the bands go “long” in the overnight
hours, allowing users to quite possibly add quite a few new states on both coasts.
Both stations may be accessed via the Remotehams.com software "RCForb", a free
program. SARA & Handiham members please contact me for access to transmit
capability.
73, Pat, wa0tda@arrl.net
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ARES Nets
Please post this by your radio and/or kitchen table and try to
check in once or twice per month and enjoy the topic. John
(KAØHYR) has the schedule for NCS and topics laid out for the
year; he has left several open for “any available NCS”, so contact
John jeregan3@gmail.com and get some practice as a Net Control Station. This is the most valuable ham position at a real disaster activation, so get
your skills up now while practice time is available; The script for the NCS is also available. You will be surprised at how quickly your skills rise to the top or are renewed and
it becomes second nature.
Washington County ARES (WASHCOARES)
3rd Wednesday of Each Month; 6:30 PM; 146.985
HF Nets in MN (some ARES, some Section nets, some Club nets):
:: SARA FLDigi Digital Net: 7 PM Sunday; 3.584.15 MHz
:: ARRL MN Phone Net; 12 noon, 5:30 PM Daily; 3.860 MHz
:: ARRL MN Section (CW) Net; 6:30 PM, 9:50 PM Daily; 3.568 MHz
:: MN ARES FLDigi Digital Net: Thursday, 8 PM, 3.583.5 MHz USB, Olivia 8-500
HF Nets with Neighboring States:
:: North Dakota: 6:30 PM Daily; 3.937 MHz
:: South Dakota: 6 PM Daily; 3.870 MHz
:: Wisconsin: 5:30 PM Daily, 3.985 MHz
:: Iowa: 12:30 PM, 5:30 PM Daily, 3.970 MHz
:: Michigan Digital Traffic Net (MIDTN), Thur. 7 PM, 3.583.50 kHz, USB, Olivia 8-500
VHF Digital Nets:
:: SEMARC FL Digi Net: Every Wed. Sept.-May; Voice check In 146.985;
digital check-in 144.950
:: Scott County ARES Net, Monday, 7 PM; 147.165R; also 146.535 S
TNX es 73,
John (KAØHYR)
Washington County EC

Washington County ARES SET
(Simulated Emergency Test)
Saturday, September 22
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Upcoming Meetings & Events


Sept. 6: Radios in the Park; Valley View Park, Oak Park Heights



Sept. 8: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Sept. 13: General License Class Starts; Stillwater Library



Oct. 13: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Nov. 2-4: Split Rock Lighthouse Special Event; Split Rock



Nov. 8: VE Testing; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Nov. 10: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
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SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!

www.radioham.org
Facebook: SARA - Stillwater Amateur Radio Association
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